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Insights for Life
Life’s possibilities. Revealed.

Energy is all around us. It flows from the sun to the earth, through the soil, plants, and animals; it flows through each and every one 
of us at different wavelengths. Countless internal and external factors affect our energy, causing it to ebb and flow from negative to 
positive and everywhere in between. It’s important to understand this energy because it strongly dictates our mental, physical, and 
spiritual health and awareness. Luckily, our Advisors are professionals at reading energy!

Since energy is at an all time high during the summer thanks to the sun being at its strongest, we’ll be using this to our advantage for 
this year’s Day of Light. On the third annual Day of Light, June 20th, 2016, we will be channeling all of our (and your) energy into posi-
tive change—change for the world and those who need it most. 

In this issue of Insights for Life, we’ll explore much of what there is to know about the different types of energy and energy work. You’ll 
learn about Chakra energy, the planetary influence on love and sex, the power of gemstones and crystals, Reiki healing, and much 
more. You will then be able to use this knowledge to find balance within yourself and manage your energy accordingly. Psychics are 
very powerful resources when it comes to reading energy, and will be able to provide more insight based on your personal vibrations. 

Feel the Energy: Find Balance

IN THIS ISSUE:
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Your astrology chart chronicles your 
relationships. It reveals your emo-

tional attachments through your Moon 
placement and your Sun sign compati-
bility.  The placement of Mars and Venus 
indicates the nature of your romantic 
and sexual relationships, as well as the 
passion that drives your attraction and 
determines how well you will hold the 
connection as your journey continues.  

Dazzling Venus is the planet of  
desire.

The zodiac’s pleasure gauge, Venus 
represents romantic love as well as atti-
tudes about luxury and money.  It’s the 
sultry voice in your head telling you who 
and what you want. Chiefly occupied 
with business of attracting enjoyment 
and love, Venus doesn’t get her hands 
dirty with the work of acquiring things. 
Instead, like a magnet, Venus draws the 
heart’s desire inward.  In relationship 
compatibility, Venus represents your 
feelings about your own desirability, 
personal beauty, and the type of rela-
tionships that most satisfy you.  Venus 
points to the way you express love and 
sexual enjoyment.  Your Venus expres-
sion is your approach to coupling and 
the way you show love for your partner. 

Mars, the action planet, is all about 
passion and getting things started.

When called upon, Mars steps in to serve 
the needs of Venus. Ambition, desire, 
liberation…Mars represents the urge 
to succeed and go after the things you 
crave. Mars is all about sexual expression 
and drive, indicating how we go after 
what we want.  It points to the ways in 
which we are brave, impulsive, honest, 
and self-assured. 

When Mars and Venus are working 
together, it’s a beautifully symbiotic rela-
tionship. These two planets are import-
ant agents in how you connect roman-
tically and sexually.  But what happens 
when there’s conflict? What can you do 
when your soul mate is driving you com-
pletely mad? Empowering yourself with 
a little knowledge of Mars and Venus 
will be helpful understand the nature of 
your attraction, as well as your partner’s 
needs and expectations.  

Venus conjunct your partner’s 
Mars

Try as you might, you can’t play this off 
as “just friends” in public; everyone 
sees the bright spark between you. 
Impossible to ignore, the sexual and 
romantic attraction is tantalizing.  In 
an ideal situation, you’ll experience an 

almost instant attraction, similar sexual 
desires, and natural connection. You 
may form a best friend type of relation-
ship, feeling comfortable together and 
finishing each other’s sentences.  The 
off-the-charts chemistry is unlikely to 
fade over time, and even if you choose 
to let the relationship this go, you will 
always fondly remember the passion you 
shared, choosing to remain close friends 
throughout your lives.

Venus trine your partner’s Mars

When your natal Venus is trine your 
partner’s Mars, your romantic relation-
ship feels natural and affectionate. Your 
love is like a mutual admiration society. 
You’re compatible in every way and the 
relationship is a perfect source of satis-
faction and fulfillment. The Venus per-
son admires the Mars’ outward strength, 
and Mars adores the Venus’ inner qual-
ities. The Venus-Mars trine is a genuine 
and long-lasting love; fulfilling for both 
partners. Disagreements are minor and 
easily worked out.  Romantic love and 
sexual compatibility do not fade, and the 
feeling of being “in love” remains. The 
relationship has a very easy-going energy 
resulting in a lifetime partnership.

Venus and Mars 
Synastry

Love, Sex & Attraction 
Ruled by Two Planets

By Psychic
Moira x7776

http://www.psychicsource.com/our-psychic/profile?id=227
http://www.psychicsource.com/articles-and-media/horoscopes-and-astrology


Venus sextile your partner’s Mars

Tenderness and passion are gifts of the Ve-
nus-Mars sextile.  This relationship feels greatly 
satisfying for both of you. There’s a powerfully 
romantic attraction between you, and although 
it’s more of a slow burn than a bright burst of 
flame, you instinctively know how to make one 
another happy. It’s not love at first sight; your 
connection grows stronger over time. Yours is 
not the flash of burning passion, but rather the 
realization that the right one was there all along. 
You’re very sexually compatible; playful and a 
bit experimental.  To some of your friends, you 
might appear quirky, or like an odd couple that 
no one ever thought would get together but you 
fit perfectly and have lots of fun.  Your love is 
here to stay.

Venus square your partner’s Mars

Venus square Mars is the most challenging, 
turbulent relationship. We find a psychic attrac-
tion with off-the-charts passion, but there is 
jealousy in equal measure. The romantic-sexual 
attraction between you is very high but the tim-
ing is all wrong which leads to sexual misunder-
standings, jealousy, anger, and intense feelings 
that run hot and cold. Venus will find Mars too 
assertive, offended by Mars’ directness.  The 
Mars person feels confused by Venus’ rejection. 
It’s challenging and complicated, and absurdly 
powerful.  Venus shuts Mars out. Sometimes 
they stalk each other on social media, refusing 
to speak with one another.  The good news is 
that not all Venus square Mars’ end in disaster. 
Know what you’re dealing with and work with 
the energy. Feelings can swing back and forth so 
take a break to work toward clear communica-
tion.

Venus opposition your partner’s Mars

Opposites do attract and when your natal Venus 
opposes your partner’s Mars, sparks fly!  Your 
attraction is undeniable, but you have disputes 
that you will need to overcome, significant 
differences involving the ways you choose to 
express love. It may be challenging to commu-
nicate how you want to accept your partner’s 
affection.  It can turn into a contest for domi-
nance as each of you attempts to convert the 
other to your methods and opinions. Things get 
uncomfortable and struggles occur when one 
or both of you is prone to possessiveness or 
jealousy.  Much creativity is required to navigate 
this stunningly hot mix. Practice diplomacy if 
you want this romance to be something more 
than competition.

Promo code 124522

Add $30........................Get $3

Add $90........................Get $13.50

Add $300......................Get $60

*Unlimited offer, for existing members only.

Get Your Astrology Chart Read 
at a Discount

Use Bonus Dollars to save on your next reading.

Sat. May 28th – Mon. May 30th

Three days of unlimited 
bonus dollars:

CALL 1.800.732.0797 OR VISIT PSYCHICSOURCE.COM 3

Venus and Mars hold the signs to the love and sexual na-
ture in your relationship. Use our compatibility calculator 
to understand your own and your partner’s romantic and 
sexual nature and to find your true soulmate connection.

The infographic will be on the Psychic Source website 
shortly. In the meantime, talk to one of our professional 
astrologers for more detail on how the Venus-Mars phe-
nomenon is affecting your relationships. 

COMING SOON: What is Your 
Venus-Mars Compatibility?

http://www.psychicsource.com/articles-and-media/horoscopes-and-astrology
https://www.psychicsource.com/secure/special-offers


Promo code 341321

Add $25.........Get $5

Add $75.........Get $15

Add $150.......Get $30

*Unlimited off er, for existing members only.
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3rd Annual Day of Light: Help Spread Positive Energy 

This year we’re going for 
strength in numbers! We 

are much more powerful as a 
whole than we are as individ-
uals. Each year, as more and 
more of you take part in the 
Day of Light, the more positive 
energy we’re able to spread. 
The idea of helping others 
while helping oneself has res-
onated with our members and 
Advisors because it shows the 
true strength of the Psychic 
Source community.

In the past, we orchestrated 
the Day of Light by having all 
of you send your wishes for 
positive energy. A group of 
participating Advisors focused 
one intense meditation on 
these wishes, concentrating 
on goodness, love and light. 
While this year’s Day of Light 

is similar, we ask that you also 
join in on the meditation, and 
in turn, the broader move-
ment of spreading positive 
energy.

To get involved or learn more, 
like us on Facebook and follow 
us on Instagram and Twitter. 
We’ll be posting instructions 
on our Facebook page for 
those who want to participate 
in the event. It’s never to early 
to start using the hashtag 
#PSDayofLight to get the con-
versation going. Tell us what 
you personally need positive 
energy for, or if you would like 
us to set a specific intention 
on the Day of Light. This year, 
let’s make the world feel our 
love and light!

#PSDayofLight

Join us
June 20th

as we unite the world 
with positive vibrations, 
love, and enlightening 

energy. 

Ask a psychic to read your energy. 
What vibrations are you putting out?

Mon. June 20th – Tues. June 21st

Two day unlimited
bonus dollar off er:



https://www.facebook.com/PsychicSource1989
https://www.facebook.com/PsychicSource1989
https://www.psychicsource.com/secure/special-offers
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1st Chakra – Root 
Represents our foundation and feeling of being 
grounded.
Location: Base of spine in tailbone area.
Emotional issues: Survival issues such as 
financial independence, money, and food.

2nd Chakra – Sacral 
Our connection and ability to accept 
others and new experiences..
Location: Lower abdomen
Emotional issues: Sense of abundance, 
well-being, pleasure, sexuality

3nd Chakra – Solar Plexus 
Our ability to be confident and in-control of our 
lives. 
Location: Upper abdomen
Emotional issues: Self worth, self-confidence, 
self-esteem.

4th Chakra – Heart
Our ability to love.
Location: Center of chest, above heart
Emotional issues: Love, joy, inner 
peace.

5th Chakra – Throat 
Our ability to communicate
Location: Throat
Emotional issues: Communication, 
self-expression of feelings, the truth.

6th Chakra – Third Eye
Our ability to focus on and see the big picture.
Location: Forehead between the eyes. (Also 
called the Brow Chakra)
Emotional issues: Intuition, imagination, 
wisdom, ability to think and make decisions.

5 Simple Steps For Aligning Your Chakras

7th Chakra – Crown
Our ability to be full connected spiritually
Location: The very top of the head.
Emotional issues: Inner and outer beauty, our 
connection to spirituality, pure bliss.

Chakra Energy
The Seven Energy 

Centers

Energy flows both horizontally and vertically, so if your chakras aren’t aligned, your body won’t feel 
right. It’s important to keep your mind and body healthy and your chakras flowing properly. Here are 
five simple steps to re-align your chakras manually to help your body function better.

1. Prepare Your Environment
Find a peaceful place that promotes healing, like a quiet 
bedroom or someplace in nature. Ensure that you won’t be 
interrupted and that no negative forces will interfere. Play 
relaxing music, burn incense, or do anything else that will make 
the setting comfortable and relaxing.

2. Lie Down or Adopt a Comfortable Pose
Some people like to adopt the lotus leaf position (common 
in meditation) while others prefer to lie on their backs. The 
important thing is that you’re comfortable not having to move 
for a period of time.

3. Concentrate on Breathing Slowly
Breathe slowly and deeply for a minute to prepare your 
chakras for adjustments and clear your mind. Only think about 
your breath and the state of your body. This also relaxes your 
muscles and enhances your concentration.

4. Focus on Healing Each of  Your Chakras
Individually
When your body is completely relaxed, focus on each Chakra 
individually. Imagine that a warm sensation is visiting each 
Chakra and healing it. Keep the heat on each Chakra until it feels 
completely healed. Imagining a white light is also effective.

5. Make Sure All of  Your Chakras Feel
Right
Sit or lie quietly for a moment and quickly move your thoughts 
from one Chakra to the next, making any adjustments that you 
need to. Then, focus on deep breathing again and enjoy having 
all of your chakras perfectly aligned.

http://www.psychicsource.com/article/health-wellness/understanding-your-seven-chakras-by-psychic-summer/14785
http://www.psychicsource.com/article/health-wellness/understanding-your-seven-chakras-by-psychic-summer/14785
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Shannon x9081
“As a Reiki master, I love to do healing sessions for others and myself. I feel the Reiki energy as warmth extending from my 
hands into the body of my client. This healing energy can be sent to any distance through a Reiki symbol that is learned 
during Reiki training. Unlike other healing modalities, Reiki is learned from a qualified Reiki master through three initiations. 
These initiations open the chakras or energy centers in the body. They will also open the third eye, leading to expanded 
spiritual growth. So if you’re having a bad day, consider lifting your spirits with Reiki. Have a Reiki healing session or take a 
training. You’re sure to have a smile on your face before the day is over! Namaste.”

Lexi x8036
“Many people don’t realize that Reiki is a “from the cradle to the grave” experience. Using the universal Chi to soothe a 
crying infant is just as important as calling upon the same energy to help a person that is crossing over. It can mend your 
bumps and sprains, relax your mind, and in some cases, strengthen your faith. What a blessing to have this energy available 
around us, as well as being a part of us. When you can, reach out and embrace the wonder known as Reiki. Blessings.”

Sofia x7965
“I’m often asked to look at an energy field or help balance energy centers or chakras. Each person has a unique vibration 
detected by their voice or their energy field. I call on the divine energy (guides, teachers, and angels) to help me “see” the 
core energy as well as Chakra energy. I can then project healing energy toward the core and energy field around the body. 
That energy core contains information on the issues or blocks that create discomfort or disease. The healing takes place as 
the person recognizes and sets the intention to receive healing for those issues or wounds.”

Cory x7690
“You’re never actually stuck in any situation, even though you’re in a physical body living in a seemingly intransigent reality. 
Think of your energy field as a large open space full of millions of beautifully colored, dancing molecules. Recognize each 
molecule as an opportunity for desires to be fulfilled and healing to occur. Now direct those opportunities to align with your 
highest good. All the while, recognize the freedom you’re experiencing and allow it to expand beyond any restrictions. Open 
up your heart and mind, and invite in all the miraculous visions that come into view. Realize that energy is neither solid nor 
static. It’s dynamic, it moves. And you are in essence a field of creative energy, with the ability to direct its course to realize 
your highest potential!”

Kristine x8223
“I love helping people find energetic blockages in their bodies using my pendulum. I use my kunzite pendulum and a chart 
of chakras to see where energy needs to be opened up in my client. After I discover which Chakra needs to be worked on, I 
use my expertise working with gems and minerals to suggest a stone for them specifically. Gems and minerals are amazing 
at opening chakras and helping to bring our energetic fields into balance. I also try and remind my clients of the emotional 
patterns from their past that are often the root causes of their bodies closing energy off in those areas. I’m able to read auric 
fields, seeing what natural gifts they have. I am so blessed to be able to help them find what direction to go.”

Elijah x8233
“As a Clairvoyant, Medium, and Healer, I work with energy on a daily basis. The entire human body is aflame with energy 
which originates from cellular activity giving rise to: physical motion, thought, emotion and spiritual activity. Spiritual? Yes. 
When I observe my clients, I often perceive different layers to their energy field. Each layer appears translucent to the other 
and emanates with varying intensity displaying a subtle fluidity of information. After working within the human aura field 
for many years, my observation is that it is a diverse organ, an extension of our inner-selves, which changes from person to 
person and day to day. Having the aura in balance can make a world of difference in any situation. This is the aim of all my 
sessions.”

Healing Comes in Many Forms Advisors explain how they use energy work to help heal the body, mind & spirit.

http://www.psychicsource.com/our-psychic/profile?id=3597
http://www.psychicsource.com/our-psychic/profile?id=3323
http://www.psychicsource.com/our-psychic/profile?id=473
http://www.psychicsource.com/our-psychic/profile?id=266
http://www.psychicsource.com/our-psychic/profile?id=1021
http://www.psychicsource.com/our-psychic/profile?id=1032
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Serenity x9213
“When you’re feeling “lost” or your energy is off balance, take a break. Often people end up feeling lost because they are 
too busy, both mentally and in day-to-day life. By finding ways to unwind, such as meditation, you can take a break from 
the mental overload, reset your system, and re-balance your energy. Sometimes a five to ten minute daily break isn’t 
enough and you need a complete reset. That’s when travel can become your best friend. Whether it’s connecting with 
nature or planning a few week decompression, a time-out can help you realign your energy centers and balance your 
spirit.” 

Kimberle x8608
“What has always fascinated me the most when I view energy is that a person’s aura actually grows, often doubling in size, 
when speaking of the things he or she believes in or has passion for. When someone speaks their truth (which may not 
necessarily be the truth, but it’s what they believe in), that is what makes their aura glow. This is an important understanding 
because everything is energy. We already know our actions are energy or we use energy for certain things but the important 
piece is fully recognizing that our thoughts are energy.”

Kay x7102
“When using energy healing, viewing the energy is usually termed “perceiving the energy.” For me, I can see (perceive) a 
color which is off, lacking continuity of an energy flow. It’s like a blob, blocking one of the energy centers, organs, limbs, 
joints, etc. Sometimes I feel a tingle or coldness...sometimes I just know (I don’t know how or why I know; I just know) what 
is being affected.”

Bonnie x7982
“Everything is energy. It’s constantly in motion and interacting, whether we can witness it or not. This concept is far more 
easily grasped when experienced tangibly. My own work as a psychic Advisor stems from real-life experiences that could 
only be explained by this. One time at a friend’s barbecue, I was feeling anxious and brought my right hand up to my 
mouth as if to smoke a cigarette—but I’ve never smoked in my life! My friend laughed and said, “Oh, that’s just Fred. He quit 
smoking and he’s inside jonesing for a cigarette. You’re feeling his energy.” Since then I’ve come a long way in understanding 
energy and how we can use it to benefit ourselves and others.”

Kali x7635
“Everything we know comes down to energy. The only energy that really matters is love. If we’re lacking in one area of 
energy—such as finances—then we’re usually lacking in another, such as love. Love and finances are just energy. If we look at 
it this way and we give freely and with respect, then we get more in return. When we feel stuck or struggling, we call on that 
energy more. When we know that all is taken care of and go with the flow, we experience great things!”

Rheda x8860
“Energy evolves on the highest ethereal level and becomes fixed energy. Meditation and prayer cultivate relationships to 
this higher-lighter, fixed energy. The combination of higher and lower energy creates kinetic energy. Kinetic, or moving, 
energy is necessary to shift into fixed parallel universes. Shifting through wormholes (energy vortexes between lower and 
higher frequencies) is natural. However, one can’t hold kinetic energy. Ever tried to hold a fan blade? You can do it, but to do 
so, one must slow or stop it’s energy. Working with energy requires a sacred communion that happens with dedication and 
careful study of one’s own energy.”

Healing Comes in Many Forms Advisors explain how they use energy work to help heal the body, mind & spirit.

http://www.psychicsource.com/our-psychic/profile?id=3748
http://www.psychicsource.com/our-psychic/profile?id=1644
http://www.psychicsource.com/our-psychic/profile?id=14
http://www.psychicsource.com/our-psychic/profile?id=497
http://www.psychicsource.com/our-psychic/profile?id=3220
http://www.psychicsource.com/our-psychic/profile?id=2041
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How To Clear Your Energy
You Don’t Have To Be A Psychic To 

Feel Weighed Down!

A s humans with emotions, we’re all susceptible to feeling 
energetically bogged down at some point in our lives! If 

you’ve spent time around others with harsh energies, negative 
world-views or critical attitudes, you can absorb this energy 
and it can be hard to shake off! Not only that, but with news 
outlets and media selling nothing but depressing stories, it’s 
difficult to ignore.

Signs that you’re energetically cluttered: 

1. You feel restless before going to sleep, especially if you’ve 
been around a lot of people that day.

2. You have a hard time clearing your thoughts and relaxing.

3. Conversations with others leave you feeling unwell, tired, or 
even exhausted.

4. People come to you with their problems and consistently 
drop their emotional baggage on you.

Now, don’t get me wrong, there’s nothing wrong with offering 
a listening ear but you must take care of your energy! Trust 
your intuition on this one; if you feel blocked, you probably 
are. We often forget about the self-care we need for our ener-
getic body—not just our physical body! If we’re lacking, we 
start to feel cluttered mentally.

Ways to clear your mental clutter: 

1. Breathe. Remove yourself from your current situation, take 
10 deep breaths (in through your nose, and out through your 
mouth), and say an affirmation such as, “I choose to release 
the negative energy I have absorbed.”

2. Meditate or do yoga. I enjoy listening to quiet medita-
tion music to help me relax and focus on remaining present in 
the moment. 

3. Develop a smudging practice. Smudging is the an-
cient Native American ritual of burning sage or sweet grass to 
remove negative energies or excess ‘psychic debris’ from your 
mind and/or home. If you aren’t a fan of smoke, there are sage 
essence sprays. 

4. Take a sea salt or Epsom salt bath. Admittedly, this is 
my favorite method because it can help soothe tired or sore 
muscles as well as remove toxins. 

5. Get a massage. Any energetically-minded massage practi-
tioner will understand how you’re feeling when you say you’re 
“energetically blocked.” 

6. Talk to a Psychic Source Advisor. We know exactly 
what you’re going through! We can guide you through med-
itations, suggest great affirmations for you to say daily, or 
even perform an energy clearing for you. We want you to be as 
happy and healthy as possible! Now that you have all the tools 
you need, you can clear your energy any time you feel like it’s 
necessary!

By Psychic
Elsie x9377

http://www.psychicsource.com/our-psychic/profile?id=3955
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Working with crystals and stones 
is more of an art than a science. 

Similar to how a perfume smells differ-
ently on each individual who wears it, 
the metaphysical & energetic qualities 
of stones shift in alignment with who-
ever uses them. Among the published 
references available are reliable sources 
of foundational information. However, 

everyone does not resonate with the 
experiences of those authors or with 
the research supporting their conclu-
sions. That’s ok! 

Advisors receive consistent inqui-
ries regarding protective stones. As 
a general rule, the darker stones are 
more protective. “Protective” does not 

indicate that you’re under attack. It’s 
similar to putting on a coat when you 
go into the cold. The coat protects you 
from the elements and increases your 
stamina. Because of its presence you 
can last longer outside. To discover 
which stones are best for you specifi-
cally, talk or chat with a professional 
clairvoyant.

Lepidolite
What spiritual individual doesn’t love pur-
ple! Lepidolite is not only beautiful, but 
is great for extending emotional balance, 
especially when in an emotionally vulnera-
ble state.

Tourmalinated quartz
This interesting stone most often appears 
clear to milky white with black rods or 
fi bers running through it. The fi bers are of 
tourmaline, so they hold that same type of 
protection while helping remove unneces-
sary energies from the space between the 
reader/healer and the client.

Hematite
Often magnetic, this metal-
lic stone is heavy, shiny, and 
promotes a strongly grounded 
connection to the physical 
realm. It’s helpful to wear during 
extended experiences with 
groups of people.

Dioptase
A bumpy yet more fragile, emerald green 
or darker stone with a powerful,
concentrated presence. It can enhance 
stamina during an extended period of 
time with a succession of diff erent peo-
ple, such as at a work or a social event. 

Sodalite

This pretty blue stone with white markings is a go-to for protecting electronics! While it’s not 
clearly documented, many have reported less technical diffi  culties in the presence of this stone. 

Labradorite
A go-to power stone, and gor-
geous to boot! Wear labradorite 
to hold space, like a solid con-
tainer. 

Raw black tourmaline/
Shale
A grounding stone. Place raw 
black tourmaline in various lo-
cations around your home/offi  ce 
for increased connection with the 
earth, which creates increased 
calm.

Which Gemstones and Crystals 
are Most Protective?

http://www.psychicsource.com/articles-search/birthstone
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Shira x9223

“What I love most about working for Psychic Source is having the 
opportunity to assist so many people, from simple solutions to 
deep spiritual openings. My passion is healing/removing blocks. We 
do not need to be at the mercy of anything or anyone; we get to 
take control of our lives! I’m all about results and working for your 
greater good. I can read the energy around almost anything, with 
over 30 years experience, there is always some healing I can assist 
with that will make a big difference in your life. I can “move” energy 
while answering your other questions. Most often, people feel the 
healing right away and they continue to have positive results as time 
progresses. Even timelines can be influenced by healing.” 

Energy balancing-Raising 
Vibrations

Be the first to call or chat with these new 
Advisors now before they’re hard to reach!M�t Our Rising Stars

Robbin x9341

“As a Spiritual Medium, I’ve learned one thing that has helped 
me heal: Servicing others with love and understanding keeps 
me aligned with the Divine. You cannot separate spiritual growth 
from spiritual service. I am honored to be a part of the Psychic 
Source family and blessed to serve as a spiritual facilitator 
to those looking to connect with spirit or to find peace with 
things to come. When faced with challenges (as we all are) give 
something of yourself to others. In so doing, you will be able to 
see past those challenges and start the healing process.” 

Spirit Facilitator

Stasch x9303

“Working with those committed to helping others creates an ideal 
space. Each day is positive and energized. I know the needs of my 
clients are a priority. Being here is a real privilege, and I am very 
fortunate to be part of such a compassionate team. I begin readings 
by feeling what you’re experiencing—fears, hopes and dreams. This 
provides me with deep empathic insights, permitting me access to 
the root of things. I offer a place where people can let down their 
guard. They can be vulnerable knowing they’re in experienced, 
caring hands. Each reading is important, and I strive to be at my best 
at all times.” 

Compassionate, Direct, Wise

Stevie x9308

“I was blessed with the gift of mediumship and claircognizance 
at a very young age after the crossing of my Grandmother. I 
absolutely love connecting people with their loved ones. I’ve 
been reading for over two decades assisting with the healing of 
hearts, minds, bodies and souls. I work with three spirit guides 
who assist me with shedding light on your past, present, and 
future. From life coaching to spiritual coaching, I’m your girl. 
I take pride in my gifts. My promise is to always deliver love, 
kindness and compassion, and to leave you with feelings of 
completion, contentment, strength, faith and love.” 

Tunes in Immediately

Contact a NEW Advisor before they’re hard to reach! 

June 29th  and 30thSave 15%
when you try a new advisor*

*Unlimited offer, no promo code needed. 
For existing members only.

http://www.psychicsource.com/our-psychic/profile?id=3763
http://www.psychicsource.com/our-psychic/profile?id=3900
http://www.psychicsource.com/our-psychic/profile?id=3860
http://www.psychicsource.com/our-psychic/profile?id=3865
https://www.psychicsource.com/secure/special-offers
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Get to know Sadia, Noah, and Renee Marie. 
You might discover your new favorite Advisor.

Noah prides himself on being the most informative source when it comes 
to making decisions about your future. He uses his Guides to determine 
very specifi c information from initials to locations so that you can feel fully 
confi dent and prepared to tackle anything. Noah cuts straight to the chase 
and tells you what he’s picking up—he’ll connect with your energy imme-
diately and tell you exactly how to be more wise and insightful. Watching 
Noah’s video will pump you up for your reading before you even call him!

Noah x9084

If you’re looking for a psychic who chats with you like an old friend, Sadia 
will be your go-to. She’s a communication expert who understands not 
just the meaning of what people say, but what lies within their subcon-
scious. All she needs is the fi rst name and the date of last contact to tell 
you “what they’re thinking, what they want, and what their intentions are...” 
Sadia doesn’t mess around with emotions! While her warm, welcoming 
smile is obvious just from her photo, you’ll need to watch her video to un-
derstand her compassionate style. Get ready to make a new friend for life!Sadia x8659

Watch Our Newest Advisor Videos!

Versatility might as well be Renee Marie’s middle name! She specializes in 
energy work, healing, and even animal communication. If you fi nd yourself 
facing a tough decision or you’re in need of reassurance, she’ll look deep 
inside to tell you how to handle your situation physically, emotionally, and 
spiritually. Renee Marie will tackle any issue head on, or help you balance 
your energy and fi nd what’s “off ”. As an intuitive clairaudient, clairvoyant, 
and clairsentient, she has a plethora of skills and tools to give you the 
most accurate reading. Renee Marie x8632

http://www.psychicsource.com/our-psychic/profile?id=282
http://www.psychicsource.com/our-psychic/profile?id=3600
http://www.psychicsource.com/our-psychic/profile?id=1691
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Tori Spelling’s Fascinating Astrological 
Connection to Her Husband Dean

Tori’s Moon: Scorpio endows her with beauty and a fascinating aura that 
captures the public’s attention. Dean’s Moon: Capricorn brings a kindred ener-
gy into their relationship with deep sensitivity and traditional values.

Opposites Attract
Tori’s Mars: Pisces | Dean’s Mars: Virgo
With an intense “opposites attract” energy, Tori helps Dean ease his practicali-
ty and perfectionism while Dean helps Tori shape and organize her dreams into 
reality.

Support and Security
Tori’s Venus: Gemini | Dean’s Venus: Scorpio
Dean’s Venus in Scorpio joins Tori’s Moon showing that he has her back. Tori’s 
Venus in Gemini gives her a curiosity and openness to life. Tori helps Dean 
ride out life’s turbulence with her versatility, colored with humor and playful 
charm.

A Bright Future Ahead
September 2016: Jupiter Moves into Libra
Tori will be inspired with ideas tied to children; a wonderful book concept, a 
clothing line, or an educational TV show. Their family will sparkle with rewards 
for all the hard work this year.

By Psychic Suzi 
x8046

Life’s possibilities. Revealed.

Check out Tori’s complete Astrology 
reading on PsychicSource.com June 3rd.

http://www.psychicsource.com/stori
http://www.psychicsource.com/stori
http://www.psychicsource.com/



